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Main Advances in the Pharmaceutical Sector

 Interfarma in favor of a 3 year implementation calendar, starting after Anvisa publishes last 

technical documents and open to accept that T&T doesn’t necessarily needs to be sent 

back to the Industry

 Sindusfarma formal alignment and communication in favor of a 3 year implementation 

calendar, indication of industry alignment on the timing aspect

 Consolidation of different technical groups to discuss serialization and T&T > ANAHP, 

Abrafarma, GS1 Working Groups, Industry (Sindusfarma/Interfarma)

 Events to promote collaboration and knowledge sharing > SETRM, GS1 Workshops

 Development of the GS1 EPCIS guideline in an open and neutral forum, representation 

improvement in the last weeks

 Technical foruns that happened between October/14 and February/15 with companies in 

the industry

 Alignment on a serialization and traceability schedule, tied with Anvisa main deliverables

 Alignment on what topics should be sent as priorities to the entities 

 Partnership with Sindusfarma on the consolidation of a FAQ

 Experiences and knowledge sharing
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Major Challenges and Roadblocks

 Difficulty to establish contact with retail part of the sector to align on the Pilot Execution 

(2015)

 Too much delay to establish the governance through Sindusfarma and Interfarma with 

technical groups to discuss Data Base/Repository strategy, Messaging standards, FAQ and 

Pilot Execution, lack of participation of other entities

 Difficulty to discuss technical subjects under the pharmaceutical associations governance, 

conflict between different interests, political position and technical position

 Top-down approach for the traceability model currently being implemented by the major 

service providers

 Political lobby to postpone the implementation in 10 years, feeling that concerns about the 

traceability model (information flowing back to the industry) could be an excuse to put the 

overall implementation on-hold

 The fact that Anvisa didn’t publish all normatives expected, stopped meetings and 

discussions with the committees formed in 2014 and the position of the new general 

director in favor of the 10 years postponement

 Difficulty to connect Brazilian working groups with enterprise teams
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Johnson & Johnson Position Regarding RDC54

 Working to comply with Pilot 2015 (3 batches), with risks to not comply end-to-end due 

technical challenges and/or interests conflicting with partners downstream

 Internal assessment on how to comply with Pilot 2015

 Ensure T&T data available in internal systems only

 Develop web portal internally according Anvisa expectations to receive T&T data

 Contract a service provider to consolidate end-to-end T&T data

 Comply with full solution by December/16, ensuring at least all internal manufacturing sites, 

DC’s and systems are ready

 Eventual project re-planning only with a formal communication by Anvisa, Congress, etc
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Recommendation to the Market

 Keep focus on a pilot using the GS1 EPCIS standards, involving all sector, private and 

public

 Associations to really connect on a technical discussion, regardless what is going to happen 

with the regulatory deadlines, disconnect political and commercial interests, design new 

efficient and cost effective Traceability Model

 More sinergy among different groups discussing technical aspects of the implementation 

(Associations, ANAHP, GS1, MS, Companies Technical Teams, Service Providers)

 Take the opportunity for an eventual regulatory deadlines postponement to effectively 

discuss the traceability model, exploring the possibility to have a public T&T repository
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